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Abstract— XML process networks are a simple, yet powerful programming paradigm for loosely coupled, coarse-grained
dataflow applications such as data-centric scientific workflows.
We describe a framework called ∆-XML that is well-suited for
applications in which pipelines of data processors modify parts
(“deltas”) of XML data collections while keeping the overall
collection structure intact. We show how to optimize the execution
of ∆-XML process networks by minimizing the data shipping
cost in distributed settings. This X-CSR1 optimization employs
static type inference based on XML Schema to determine the
XML stream fragments that are relevant to a processor, allowing
irrelevant fragments to be bypassed (“shipped”) to downstream
pipeline steps. Finally, we present evaluation results for a realworld scientific workflow, which shows the practical feasibility
of X-CSR. A long version of this paper is available as [1].

I. I NTRODUCTION
We adopt a simple and flexible model for designing XML
process networks called ∆-XML, and show how ∆-XML
pipelines can be efficiently executed within distributed environments. ∆-XML has, for example, application in a scientific
workflow setting as discussed in [2]. ∆-XML is well-suited
for applications in which pipeline components (or actors)
modify only parts (i.e., deltas) of incoming XML data streams
(see Fig. 1a). ∆-XML supports explicit typing of data and
actors based on XML Schema, leading to opportunities for
analysis and optimization of XML process networks. Below,
we describe how to minimize the overall cost of shipping data
between distributed processing components.
II. ∆-XML ACTOR C ONFIGURATIONS
We view XML data as (i) unranked, labeled, ordered trees
(for typing purposes), and (ii) as token sequences of XML
events (for streaming purposes), ignoring XML attributes for
simplicity. Data nodes contain (binary) data whose specific
representation is unknown to the framework, but understood
by actors.
∆-XML schemas are based on XML Schema [3] and are
formalized via regular tree grammars [4]. A type declaration
(production rule) has the form T ::=hti R, where the left-hand
side (lhs) consists of a type T , and the right-hand side (rhs)
consists of a label (tag) hti and a regular expression over
types R. Regular expressions are defined using the symbols
“.” (sequence), “|” (alternation or union), “?” (optional), “∗”
(zero or more), “+” (one or more), and “” (empty word). We
omit “.” when clear from the context.
A ∆-XML schema τ is defined as a finite set of type
declarations. Every schema τ implies a set of labels Lτ and
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types Tτ . Per convention, we use S as our “start type” and
require each schema to have a type declaration for S such
that S does not occur in the rhs of a declaration in τ . Similar
to XML Schema, we also require that content models be
deterministic.2 For convenience, we assume schemas are nonrecursive. By convention, the types Z, Z1 , Z2 , . . . are used to
denote base data.
Each actor A is assigned a configuration (or signature)
∆A = hσ, τα , τω i that consists of replacement (or match)
rules σ for selecting and replacing relevant subtrees of an
input stream, an input selection schema (or read scope) τα ,
and an output replacement schema (or write scope) τω . Each
replacement rule is of the form X → R, where X is a type of
τα , and R is a regular expression over types of τω . Intuitively,
a replacement rule states that for any relevant fragment of
type X in the input stream, the actor A will put in place of
X an output of type R. We call X a match type, and each
type in R a replacement type. We require the match types of
a configuration to be unreachable from each other within the
input selection schema τα , thus avoiding ambiguous or nested
matches. Additionally, each match type occurs in exactly one
match rule of σ.3 We also require that the result of applying
σ to a channel schema τ results in a schema τ as defined
above. For example, see Fig. 1a in which channel schemas
are consecutively transformed by actor signatures.
III. O PTIMIZING ∆-XML P IPELINES WITH X-CSR
The X-CSR optimization transforms (compiles) ∆-XML
pipelines into equivalent process networks optimized for reducing data-shipment costs. The result of the transformation
introduces distributors and mergers as new components into
the original pipeline. During pipeline execution, distributors
route data directly to actors for which the data is relevant, and
thus around actors for which the data is irrelevant. Similarly,
mergers automatically receive, combine, and provide routed
data to subsequent actors. X-CSR exploits schema information and actor configurations to construct the appropriate
distributors. Note that the X-CSR optimization is performed
only prior to workflow execution and thus does not affect the
original pipeline design (it is invisible to regular workflow
designers and users).
Optimization goals and assumptions. The X-CSR optimization is designed to minimize the total amount of data
that is shipped during workflow execution. This is expected
to decrease the duration of workflow execution, i.e., the wallclock time associated with the enactment of a single workflow
run, when the following conditions hold:
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actions can be captured using the “|” operator in the
replacement expression R.
3 Non-deterministic

(1) The computations carried out by individual actors are
expensive in terms of memory or other node resources, requiring actors to be distributed across multiple nodes. (2) The
number and/or size of data items passed between actors is large
such that shipping data is time-consuming relative to the time
needed to perform computations on the data. (3) The overall
computation presents opportunities for pipeline parallelism (a
form of concurrency with multiple dependent actors executing
simultaneously). (4) Initializing the ∆-XML framework on all
nodes takes little time relative to the total workflow execution
time.
These assumptions are often true of data-driven scientific
workflows [5], [6], which typically work over large and
complex data sets. To simplify the presentation below, we
assume each actor in a pipeline is staged on a different host,
and that data can be shipped between any two hosts.
The general deployment pattern for mergers and distributors
is shown in Fig. 1. The original ∆-XML pipeline with input
schema τ is shown in Fig. 1a, and the result of applying XCSR to this pipeline is depicted in Fig. 1b. For example, the
first distributor D0 is configured as follows. Because actor A1
contains only F as a match type in σ1 , and the relevant type
path leading to F is S/A/D/F , each F fragment in the input
stream (with their corresponding context) are routed directly
to A1 . Each G fragment in the original input stream is routed
directly to A2 , since A2 has a match type G and G is not used
by A1 (but is in τ ). Similarly, E fragments in the original input
stream are directly routed to A3 . Finally, because fragments of
type B and C in τ are not used by any actor in the pipeline,
these fragments are directly bypassed to the final merger M4 .
Fig. 1c depicts how instances of the input schema τ are split
by the various distributors inserted into the pipeline by XCSR. See [1] for a detailed description of the algorithm for
partitioning the input schemas of actors in ∆-XML pipelines.
Labeling Holes. To merge bypassed fragments, distributors
add hole markers (◦) into the stream, and bypassed fragments
are assigned filling tags (•). To match fillings with holes,
each hole is labeled according to its corresponding channel
number. Without such labels, a merger such as M2 would not
know whether a given hole corresponds to a fragment sent
via channel d•02 (and should thus be filled), or if the hole
corresponds to a fragment sent via channel d•03 (and should
therefore be ignored because merger M3 will fill the hole).
Note that labeling holes using only the index of the merger
that will fill in the fragment is not sufficient. For example,
the merger M3 when receiving a hole labeled with “M3 ”
cannot determine which bypassing channel it is supposed to
obtain the filling from. However, it is not necessary to uniquely
number every hole and filling pair, since the order of tokens
is preserved along channels.
Distributors. At runtime, distributors continuously map incoming tokens to type symbols in their input schemas. This
is done via a Glushkov automata, which we generate for the
distributor’s input schema (cf. [7]). Based on the partitioning
of the schema, we associate a destination with each state
and add holes and fillings as appropriate. During runtime,
we therefore need to do only O(1) work to determine the

destination of any given token.
Mergers. Mergers simply align hole and filler pairs. A merger
Mi will sequentially read from the primary input stream
(i.e., d◦i−1,i ), forwarding all tokens in the stream except holes
labeled with ◦jk where k = i. When such a hole ◦ji is read,
it reads a new filling from channel j and inserts the fragment
back into the stream. Therefore, mergers also have complexity
of O(1) for each token they read.
IV. T HEORETICAL E VALUATION OF X-CSR
Optimality of X-CSR. X-CSR-optimized pipelines do not
exhibit unnecessary shippings of XML fragments (including
data nodes).4 Notice that as soon as a fragment is produced by
an actor (or provided to the first actor of a pipeline), X-CSR
finds the closest actor downstream that has the fragment in
scope. The fragment is then directly sent to this actor without
passing through intermediate actors (as in the unoptimized
case). Because the fragment must be received by this actor to
guarantee correctness, this shipping is indeed necessary, and
thus optimal.
Saved shipping volume. In an unoptimized workflow, shipping data node #d from an actor Ai to an actor Ai+n , the
closest downstream actor that has #d in scope, involves shipping sizeof(#d ) ∗ n bytes. The optimized version will directly
send the data to Ai+n and will thus only ship sizeof(#d )
bytes, resulting in a savings of sizeof(#d ) ∗ (n − 1) bytes. In
other words, the saved shipping cost is linear in the number
of bypassed actors as well as in the size of the total data
nodes (in general, shipped fragments) involved in the shipping
optimization. Thus, in X-CSR the more data shipped, the
larger the savings.
Compile-time work. Constructing the X-CSR-optimized
pipeline involves two main steps: Inferring distributor specifications and building distributor Glushkov automata. Inferring
distributor specifications (cf. [1]) is of complexity O(N 2 )
where N is the number of actors in the pipeline. Since there
are O(N 2 ) direct connections in a pipeline, this complexity is
optimal as it is the theoretical lower bound for considering all
direct connections. Building the internal Glushkov automata
for the distributors is possible in quadratic time with respect
to the length of the schema [8]. The PTIME complexity is
reasonable in practice since in many scientific workflows, e.g.,
the schema themselves are rather small—in contrast to the
amount and size of data (within a schema instance) that is
typically shipped.
Run-time work. When the X-CSR-optimized pipeline is
run, roughly three-times the number of actors are started
compared to the unoptimized (original) pipeline, because a
distributor and a merge actor is started for each workflow actor.
Because starting actors is only a small portion of the overall
pipeline execution (and is also done in parallel), we do not
expect the runtime overhead to be significant. While data is
streamed through the pipeline, both mergers and distributors
4 Note that optimality is with respect to the available actor configuration
information: If the signature of an actor claims that data is used by an actor,
then this data will be shipped to the actor, even though the signature might
not capture the actor’s real behavior.
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(b) X-CSR optimized pipeline
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(c) Schema partitioning performed by distributors
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Fig. 1. X-CSR (“X-scissor”) in action: (a) pipeline design (unoptimized) with actor signatures σAi (part of configurations ∆Ai ), initial input channel schema
τ and inferred intermediate schemas (dash-boxed schema trees, above channels) and final inferred schema (after A3 ). (b) optimized (system-generated) design:
The sub-network M2
A2
D2 (M2 and D2 reside on the same host as A2 ) shows the general pattern: A2 receives, via the merger M2 , all parts
relevant for its read-scope, then performs its local operation. The distributor D2 removes parts that are irrelevant to the subsequent actor A3 and ships them
further downstream, but not before leaving marked “holes” behind where the removal was done. This allows downstream mergers to pair bypassed fragments
with the holes from which they were originally taken; (c) distributors D0 , D1 , and D2 split the schemas on the wire as indicated.
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Fig. 2.
fMRI workflow with input/output schemas and configurations.
Statistics for original and X-CSR-optimized runs.

perform O(1) work for each token they receive. So although
collection tokens must travel through roughly three times as
many actors in the transformed pipeline, this overhead is also
not significant since the majority of the time will be spent on
actor computation and shipping data between actors.
V. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION OF X-CSR
Our implementation of the X-CSR optimization has successfully been used to reduce data shipment costs in both realworld scientific workflows and synthetic examples [1]. Here
we briefly describe the optimization benefits of X-CSR applied
to a workflow for studying functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (fMRI) results [9], [10] in which voxel images of
human brain scans are analyzed.
The workflow consists of the major steps as shown in
Fig. 2: align_warp, reslice, softmean, slicer, and convert. In
our example, five different regions of the brain are studied
with each region grouped under one hRegi label. A region
contains one reference image, which is stored under hRefi,
and multiple anatomy images taken from different subjects.
Four of these anatomy images are used and each is stored
under hAi. Each image has associated image files. We model
all image files and header files as base data. The first step
is to align all anatomy images with the associated reference
image (align_warp). This step requires access to all input data
and produces a “warp” specification which we store with the
anatomy images; we therefore do not modify the collection
structure. In the second step, “reslice” takes the reference
image data and anatomy image data (with warp information)
and creates “resliced” versions of the anatomy images. We
put these in a new collection labeled with hRi. The signature
models access to the reference images (Ref → Ref) and the
creation of the new hRi collection as a sibling to the anatomy
collection (A → A . R). Then, the “softmean” actor averages
all reference images together to create one averaged image
hMi; which is then sliced to create several (in our example
three) 2D images hSi. The last step converts each 2-D image
to a common image format and stores the result also beneath
hSi.
For provenance reasons, we want to preserve the intermediate data products and therefore append new data products
without deleting the input data in each step. As a consequence,
the output schema shown in Fig. 2 contains all input and
intermediate data involved in data processing. For performance
reasons, each of these steps is run on a single node and data
is shipped from node to node. In our example with 400MB of
input data, 4.5GB of total data needs to be shipped. Deploying

the X-CSR optimization, which sends all intermediate data
that is not used by downstream actors to the very end, reduces
the amount of data shipped to 2.3GB (a reduction of 49%).
The optimization not only saves network bandwidth, but the
workflow also executes in 95s as opposed to 160s in the
unoptimized case, speeding up execution time by 40%. We
averaged the times from 3 workflow runs in which runtimes
varied by less than 4 seconds.
Overhead. The startup time of the unoptimized version
was 0.4 seconds whereas the optimized workflow needed 0.6
seconds5 to start up. That is, all compile-time work for XCSR is performed in less than 0.2 seconds, which is less
than 0.2% of the overall execution time (both optimized and
unoptimized). We observed similar optimization results on
another workflow which we describe in [1].
VI. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a formal model of ∆-XML data types
and actor configurations—read scopes, write scopes, and replacement rules—using standard XML typing approaches [11].
Based on ∆-XML, we use a schema propagation approach
that is used by X-CSR to determine optimal routings of
stream fragments to appropriate actors in a pipeline. We have
also described the X-CSR optimization and have shown its
effectiveness on a real-world scientific workflow. Specifically,
X-CSR can significantly reduce the overall cost of shipping
large volumes of data in cases where actors are staged across
distributed hosts.
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